
 

Jannat 2 is a Hindi film written and directed by Yahya Farooqi. The movie is based on the traditional Jannat-e-Mubarak stories, set in modern day Karachi, Pakistan. The story revolves around Mobeen (Haider Rizvi), a kind and benevolent person who works as a factory supervisor with his father. He meets Muneeza (Aamina Sheikh), who is living with conservative religious parents and has an
arranged marriage looming ahead of her. The movie takes place against the backdrop of ten days that Mobeen spends with Muneeza during Ramadan, when they become close friends despite their differences. Mobeen is a jovial, fun loving person who goes out with his friends all the time even though his father wants him to concentrate on his studies. Muneeza is highly educated and highly religious.
The two fall in love over the course of ten days, but after the tenth day, Mobeen must return to his father's house. The movie received mostly positive reviews upon release. The film was given 8 out of 10 by "Times of India" and rated 3 out 5 stars by "The Indian Express". The film was commercially unsuccessful. Rizvi Haider was awarded Best Actor Male at 3rd ARY Film Awards 2014. Aamina
Sheikh won Best Actress Female at 3rd ARY Film Awards 2014 for her role as Muniza.
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